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White and Williams recognized with Multiple Honorees in the Chambers
2023 USA Guide
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Chambers has released their 2023 USA guide and ranked White and Williams as
a leader among national law firms. The firm was recognized for recent
achievements in Real Estate Finance and Insurance in Pennsylvania, and
Construction in Maryland. “We are very pleased to have some of our most
talented attorneys recognized again by Chambers”, said Andrew Susko, the Firm’s
Managing Partner.

In addition, to practice area recognition, nine lawyers were recognized and ranked
highly in the 2023 Chambers USA guide from Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and
Maryland. In Philadelphia, Timothy E. Davis, Partner and Chair of the Business
Department, and Nancy Sabol Frantz, Partner and Chair of the Real Estate and
Finance practice were recognized for their achievements in Real Estate: Finance;
and, Steven Coury, Connecticut Office Managing Partner, was ranked among the
top Real Estate professionals in Connecticut.

“I have worked with associates and partners throughout the firm, and I am
impressed with every member of the team”, said one review about White and
Williams’ successful real estate practice. Davis was praised by Chambers for his
experience in various areas of real estate financial matters, and for simply being
“a fantastic lawyer”, one review said. Frantz was also recognized for her creative
and logical approach to client engagements.

David D. Gilliss, Managing Partner of the Maryland office, and his Maryland
colleague, Patrick Pike, were both recognized for their excellence in the field of
Construction Law. Both attorneys were praised for their experience in dealing with
complex construction matters.

In Pennsylvania, the Insurance practice was ranked by Chambers, offering special
recognition to Randy J. Maniloff, Counsel, for his wide range of knowledge on
insurance matters. Patricia B. Santelle, Chair Emeritus, and Former Managing
Partner, was cited for her “decades of invaluable experience litigating complex
insurance coverage cases”, as one review reported.

"White and Williams is a well-oiled machine when it comes to litigating complex,
multiparty insurance coverage actions,” said the Chambers review about the
firm’s exceptional insurance practice group.
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For Bankruptcy and Restructuring services, Amy E. Vulpio, Partner and Chair of the Financial Restructuring and Bankruptcy group, was
ranked and noted for her success in Chapter 11 proceedings. Within General Commercial Litigation, David H. Marion was ranked among
Senior Statespeople, and recognized as a national leader in “handling professional liability, antitrust and securities cases”, said
Chambers reviewers.

White and Williams’ high rankings in Chambers USA guide for 2023 are yet another reminder of the firm’s continued growth and
success in many areas, including in the construction sector for the first time, insurance for the 9th year, and real estate for the 3rd year
in a row.


